Packaging of ColE1 DNA having a lambda phage cohesive end site.
The mechanism of lambda phage-mediated transduction of hybrid colicin E1 DNAs of various lengths was studied, and factors influencing the formation of these transducing particles were investigated. The results were as follows: 1. The presence of a cohesive end site of lambda phage (coslambda) on colicin E1 DNA was essential for packaging of the DNA. 2. Packaging of colicin E1 DNAs, which carry coslambda with molecular sizes corresponding to 68% of that of lambda phage DNA, was observed in the absence of all known recombination functions of E. coli K-12 and of lambda phage. 3. Hybrid colicin E1 DNAs having coslambda with molecular sizes corresponding to 28% of that of lambda phage DNA were packaged within lambda phage particles as trimers; hybrid DNAs with coslambda of 40 and 47% of the length of lambda phage DNA were packaged as dimers; and those with molecular sizes of 68% of that of lambda phage DNA were packaged mostly as monomers. These results demonstrated that two factors are essential for the packaging of DNAs within lambda phage particles; the presence of coslambda on the DNA molecule and an appropriate size of DNA.